
exposure
[ıkʹspəʋʒə] n

1. 1) подвергание внешнему воздействию; выставление (под дождь, на солнце и т. п. )
exposure case - мед. пострадавший от атмосферныхусловий; обмороженный, перегревшийся на солнце и т. п.
exposure test - спец. испытание на воздействие внешней среды
exposure suit - скафандр (космический и т. п. )
radiation exposure - (радиоактивное) облучение
exposure to light - мед. инсоляция
exposure to the air - мед. выдержка на воздухе
exposure of the body to sunlight is recommended by doctors - врачи рекомендуют принимать солнечные ванны
avoid exposure to cold - берегитесь, переохлаждения
exposure to fallout - облучение в результате радиоактивных выпадений
his face was brown from exposure to the weather - его лицо обветрелои загорело
to die of exposure - погибнуть (от холода и т. п. )

2) незащищённость (от опасности и т. п. ); воен. тж. незащищённое положение, выставление на открытомместе
2. разоблачение

exposure of a crime [of a plot] - раскрытие преступления [заговора]
3. положение (в отношении стран света ); местоположение

a house with a southern exposure - дом фасадом на юг
a room with a northern exposure - комната с окнами на север

4. обнажение
indecent exposure - юр. непристойноеобнажение (тема )
the exposure of the bone showed the depth of the wound - кость обнажилась, и было видно насколько глубока рана

5. фото , кино выдержка, экспозиция
exposure meter - экспонометр
time exposure - большая выдержка

6. геол. обнажение или выход пластов
7. pl эк. возможность возникновения дефицита

Apresyan (En-Ru)

exposure
ex·pos·ure AW [exposure exposures] BrE [ɪkˈspəʊʒə(r)] NAmE [ɪkˈspoʊʒər]

noun
 

 
TO STH HARMFUL

1. uncountable ~ (to sth) the state of being in a place or situation where there is no protection from sth harmful or unpleasant
• prolonged exposure to harmful radiation
• (finance) the company's exposure on the foreign exchange markets (= to the risk of making financial losses)  

 
SHOWING TRUTH

2. uncountable the state of having the true facts about sb/sth told after they havebeen hidden because they are bad, immoral or illegal
• exposure as a liar and a fraud
• the exposure of illegal currency deals  

 
ON TV/IN NEWSPAPERS, ETC.

3. uncountable the fact of being discussed or mentioned on television, in newspapers, etc.

Syn:↑publicity

• Her new movie has had a lot of exposure in the media.  
 
MEDICAL CONDITION

4. uncountable a medical condition caused by being out in very cold weather for too long without protection
• Two climbers were brought in suffering from exposure.  

 
FILM IN CAMERA

5. countable a length of film in a camera that is used to take a photograph
• There are three exposures left on this roll of film.

6. countable the length of time for which light is allowed to reach the film when taking a photograph
• I used a long exposure for this one.  

 
SHOWING STH HIDDEN

7. uncountable the act of showing sth that is usually hidden

see also ↑indecent exposure

 
Word Origin:

early 17th cent.: from↑expose, on the pattern of words such as enclosure.

 
Example Bank:

• Banks will seek to minimize their exposure to risk.
• He receives regular exposure in the papers.
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• She suffered a massive exposure to toxic chemicals.
• The climbers were found to be suffering from exposure.
• The magazine aims to give exposure to the work of women artists.
• The report recommends people to avoid prolonged exposure to sunlight.
• Three of the men died of exposure.
• We try to give our children exposure to other cultures.
• a would-be television personality who is constantly trying to get media exposure
• full exposure of the links between governmentofficials and the arms trade
• giving children greater exposure to other cultures
• human exposure to asbestos
• long-term human exposure to mercury
• prenatal exposure to cigarette smoke

exposure
ex po sure AC /ɪkˈspəʊʒə $ -ˈspoʊʒər/ BrE AmE noun

1. TO DANGER [uncountable] when someone is in a situation where they are not protected from something dangerous or unpleasant
exposure to

Prolonged exposure to the sun can cause skin cancer.
2. TRUTH [uncountable] the action of showing the truth about someone or something, especially when it is bad

exposure of
the exposure of his undergroundpolitical activity

exposure as
her fear of exposure as a spy

3. PUBLIC ATTENTION [uncountable] the attention that someone or something gets from newspapers, television etc SYN publicity:
The failure of their marriage has got a lot of exposure recently.

4. EXPERIENCE [singular, uncountable] the chance to experience new ideas, ways of life etc
exposure to

The visit to Germany gave them exposure to the language.
her brief exposure to pop stardom

5. BE VERY COLD [uncountable] the harmful effects on your body of being outside in very cold weather without protection:
We nearly died of exposure on the mountainside.

6. PHOTOGRAPHY [countable]
a) a length of film in a camera that is used to take a photograph:

I have three exposures left on this roll.
b) the amount of time that light is allowed to enter the camera when taking a photograph

7. SHOW [countable] the act of showing something that is usually hidden
8. BUSINESS [uncountable and countable] the amount of financial risk that a company or person has
9. DIRECTION [singular] the direction in which a building, hill etc faces:

My bedroom has a southern exposure.

⇨↑indecent exposure
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